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Nearly fifteen years on from the Lisbon Agenda and the introduction of the Euro in 1999 – a pan-European currency which would revolutionise the use, and movement of money across the European Union (EU) – we are nearing the deadline for compliance with the logical payments extension of the Euro, namely the Single European Payments Area (SEPA).

This legislation, due to come into force on February 1st 2014, will see a unified payments landscape across the EU, bringing swifter, more efficient payments both domestically and across borders, while driving down the costs businesses incur each year across the continent in missed, delayed and incorrect payments.

However, despite repeated warnings from the multitude of institutions and government bodies responsible for the implementation of SEPA across the Eurozone – not to mention the work done by banks and other payments bodies – many businesses have failed to heed the advice and have left migration and compliance to the last minute.

Some of these businesses have assumed that SEPA may be delayed or annulled, or the deadline extended, but with the only body responsible for such a decision – the European Commission – never having made any indication this was ever likely to be the case, those who have relied upon such a shift have backed the wrong horse. SEPA is a reality, and it is one looming large on the horizon.

So, for those businesses which have not begun the journey to compliance, what options are open to them? Non-compliance isn’t one of them – SEPA is a legal requirement established by European law, and the legacy payments systems, such as the national clearing houses, which have underpinned transactions to date will be switched off. Ignoring the deadline is therefore not an option.

It is a transition which, depending on the scale of a company’s payments requirements, can take anything from six to twelve months. With just three months to go until the deadline, a bridging solution is therefore essential for any company which will not hit the deadline.

Luckily for businesses in this situation, there are contingency options available which will buy some time for the company to undertake the checks and validations needed to become wholly compliant. On the face of it using a contingency, or conversion service, sounds like a great ‘get out of jail free’ option however ensuring compliance in this way is not without complications and implications. The first port of call will be the business’s banking partner(s): many of the major corporate banks either have or will be offering contingency services. Provision of services by banks is not however uniform, indeed some, most notably Deutsche Bank, have made the decision not to provide a solution themselves. It’s hard to imagine that any bank will leave their customers completely high and dry, however where they are not providing services themselves, their strategy is likely to be to point customers in the direction of commercial solutions and of course there will be a set of costs.

Where banks are offering contingency services there are important issues to be taken into account. The SEPA Regulation 260/2012, and the interpretation by the banking community, states that a bank offering such a service must make the conversion at arm’s length from the payment initiation and separately from any payment services agreement. Quite how the banks are interpreting this is yet to become clear, however a seamless conversion to payment service cannot be offered. Therefore, at the very least, employing the contingency services of a bank will add another step to payment processing, lengthening the payment lifecycle and potentially impacting cash flow.
Outside of the banks, IT providers are offering contingency solutions and indeed mandate management solutions for direct debit; these should enable the corporates to comply in time. As with solutions offered by banks, using these services will add a step to the payment process and as a commercial service there will be obvious cost implications.

Whether using the conversion services of a bank or IT vendor, it should be noted that all SEPA conversion services are not necessarily the same. The scope of the solutions available could be variable and it is vital to understand exactly what the conversion service offers, and indeed what the corporates need to supply to use the service effectively. This is particularly relevant when looking at the issue of the bank account data held. The standard for SEPA mandates the use of IBAN (International Bank Account Number) plus, where relevant, the BIC (Bank Identifier Code). While conversion services should be geared up to convert the file to the XML ISO20022 standard, it needs to be established if the provider is able to accept data from corporates in BBAN (Basic Bank Account Number) format or if the expectation is that corporates will already have data in IBAN format.

Unfortunately, problems can arise if the IBANs provided are invalid. Payment failures will occur when the wrong data is used because SEPA systems do not have the ability to process payments that include incorrect data in the same way that domestic systems can. If data is not validated when a contingency is in place, incorrect details will be automatically transferred into the contingency system and will not move until the error is rectified. With this in mind, SEPA should be regarded as an opportunity to make sure payment data is in order and then kept that way.

Data can be wrong due to a number of reasons including errors being caused by anything from customers to technical glitches. However, in a SEPA environment, businesses must accept responsibility to ensure that data is checked and corrected where necessary as the risks associated with failed payments will fall on the business’s shoulders. It is up to payment service providers to decide how they deal with incorrect data, but they do not have to accept liability for correcting any issues that arise. Some will reject it immediately and others will process the information and wait for it to fail, but whatever option is taken, by far the best method for businesses is to identify problems before they happen and create payment exceptions.

A corporate must ensure that the bank account data they hold is correct and in the right format. This can be accomplished either by using a specific service to validate and convert bank account data or by making sure that the contingency solution chosen includes robust, in-depth, bank account validation. Working with established industry specialists is key to ensuring contingency plans are as robust as they need to be — not all plans are the same, and not all suppliers of such services are the same. If a business is not to unnecessarily add to compliance problems, it needs to bring the right partners on board.

Once all data has been corrected, it’s important to keep it that way. Regular spring cleaning will ensure long term SEPA compliance and avoid the need to perform a mass migration of data again in the future. An in-line data proofing process can be established to check payment data periodically so that as branches close, banks merge and accounts transfer, information will be kept up to date and the consequences of non-compliance can be avoided.

The contingency process needs to be managed by all key stakeholders in the business with a role in the SEPA compliance process — the CIO, Finance Directors, the Board, as well as HR and Marketing divisions; it really is legislation which touches all aspects of the business if handled incorrectly. However, if managed properly, SEPA will leave a lasting, positive and streamlined payments model for decades to come across the Eurozone (and beyond).
Contingency plans are a reality many businesses are going to have to face up to – they can no longer rely on hoping that SEPA will be delayed or the deadline for compliance extended; this was a misleading expectation to begin with. Instigating an interim plan can always only be seen as such – it’s a short term bridge to fill a short term necessity.

The costs and lengthening of the payment lifecycle bought by using a contingency solution means that the less time a corporate has to tackle the problem in this way the better. The deadline to get started on migration in order to hit the February 1st 2014 cut-off date for compliance has gone – there’s no point suggesting otherwise. What businesses have to do now is get prepared to bridge the gap they’ve brought about by ignoring the calls for action since SEPA was announced a decade ago. Contingency plans are the only solution now open to them.